


THUNDERBIRDS - MUSIC FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

Thunderbirds - a name richly evocative of high-flying 
adventure; edge-of-the-seat excitement; last minute rescues 
and the turbo-charged heroic exploits of the Tracy family 
and the fantastic craft that make up International Rescue.

When the team launched into action back in 1965, they 
were accompanied by Barry Gray’s rousing Thunderbirds 
March - one of the most famous and instantly recognizable 
TV themes ever written.

Now International Rescue is back - re-invented for a new 
generation and presented in a unique mix of CGI animation 
and live-action model sets. ITV Studios announced in 2013 a 
co-production with New Zealand based Pukeko Pictures, in 
association with WETA Workshop, famed for their work on 
movies such as The Lord of the Rings trilogy. Twenty-six half-
hour episodes of Thunderbirds Are Go were to debut on ITV 
and its children’s channel CITV in 2015. The Tracy brothers, 
Tracy Island, Lady Penelope, Parker and FAB 1, Thunderbirds 
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 - all present and correct - and The Hood, back 
in the shadows, plotting world domination.

Tackling a remake of a successful classic is nearly always 
a poisoned chalice, and not something to be undertaken 
lightly. To have the respect for those who have gone before is 
very important, and so the Tracy brothers are most fortunate 
that their new generation of missions to help those in distress 
find them carried on the wings of - appropriately enough 
- another team of brothers. Ben and Nick Foster grew up 
admiring so many highly respected television scores of the 
1960s and 1970s, drinking in the rich and distinctive themes 
and incidental scores. Naturally, that included the extensive 
catalogue of the man whose strident militaristic march made 
the Thunderbird craft fly so successfully in the first place: 
Barry Gray.

A major reason for the success of Thunderbirds was that, 
although dismissed by some as merely a puppet show 
predominantly aimed at children, it aspired to the standards 
of full-blooded feature films. Barry Gray’s lavish orchestral 
scores were a significant ingredient in what became an 
iconic status over the decades. Once again, Ben and Nick 
Foster aim high, employing similar orchestral sounds in a 
score, which emulates the world of the major motion picture.

A documentary crew was present at AIR Studios in London 
on Tuesday 7 May 2013 to capture the new version of Barry 
Gray’s theme being brought to life by a brass ensemble. 
This was an extended recording of the new arrangement 
which was required for an early promotional item and which 
would subsequently be edited down and repurposed for the 
episodes themselves (by which time the string sections had 
been added). Also performed were a number of interstitials, 
break bumpers and stingers for use throughout the series 
to link scenes and end acts. One of these was referred to 
as ‘F-A-B’ which used the three notes named F, A and B; B 
natural formed a Major/Happy version while B flat offered a 
Minor/Dramatic rendition. Another such item was based on 
the Morse code signal for ‘SOS’.

The original episodes generally ran to 48 minutes; the new 
shows would clock in around 22 minutes. Thus the original 
opening titles, complete with exciting glimpses from the 
mission to come, ran to almost 90 seconds with a leisurely 
67 second playout. In the new format, these elements would 
need to be compacted into 45 seconds and 30 seconds 
respectively.

The closing title theme, string sections for the main theme, 
some recurrent cues for the series (such as Launch) and 
the scores for the episodes Slingshot and Crosscut were 
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recorded in mid-September. To recapture the full orchestral 
feel of the original series, the Fosters arranged to have most 
of the scores recorded by the City of Prague Philharmonic 
Orchestra. 55 musicians were involved with the first of 
recordings at Smecky Music Studios in Prague. In late 
October, the Foster brothers returned to Prague to record 
the scores for Runaway, Fireflash and EOS. Dubbing on 
the episodes began with Crosscut at the start of October; 
all instalments were dubbed at Hackenbacker Studios, 
an audio post-production studio in London where the 
Fosters worked with Nigel Heath and Kiran Marshall; the 
name ‘Hackenbacker’ was an alias used by Brains in the 
original series and ascribed as his real name in various 
related merchandise. In early December, incidentals for 
the opening two-parter - Ring of Fire - and Space Race 
were performed in Prague. The next three episodes - Under 
Pressure, Unplugged and Skyhook - were then scored 
with adaptions of existing cues and newly composed cues 
recorded in London.

“The Thunderbirds theme has always been about these really 
big, grandiose brass march sounds that Barry Gray had in 
the original theme so we haven’t abandoned that at all. 
We’ve made it a little bit more dramatic, a bit more modern,” 
explained Ben, while Nick commented: “I think we were able 
to give it the scale it demands, and it’s fantastic to be able 
to do that because I think it makes a massive difference... It’s 
actually quite a difficult thing to recreate music that people 
love and people know, and what we were really keen to do 
was to keep as much of the magic of the original, give it a 
modern spin, make it feel fresh, make it feel absolutely of 
now. Hopefully we’ve succeeded.”

It’s a sound which builds upon what has gone before, with 
respect. It offers new alternatives without aiming to replace 

the original. And when Thunderbirds is revived again - as 
all brilliant formats inevitably are - in another 50 years, 
the challenge for a new generation of composers will be to 
balance their creative talents alongside not just Barry Gray, 
but also the music of Ben and Nick Foster which they too will 
have grown up with.

Background and track notes by Andrew Pixley, with 
thanks to Ben Foster, Nick Foster, Sam Thompson and 
Giles Ridge
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original series and ascribed as his real name in various 
related merchandise. In early December, incidentals for 
the opening two-parter - Ring of Fire - and Space Race 
were performed in Prague. The next three episodes - Under 
Pressure, Unplugged and Skyhook - were then scored 
with adaptions of existing cues and newly composed cues 
recorded in London.

“The Thunderbirds theme has always been about these really 
big, grandiose brass march sounds that Barry Gray had in 
the original theme so we haven’t abandoned that at all. 
We’ve made it a little bit more dramatic, a bit more modern,” 
explained Ben, while Nick commented: “I think we were able 
to give it the scale it demands, and it’s fantastic to be able 
to do that because I think it makes a massive difference... It’s 
actually quite a difficult thing to recreate music that people 
love and people know, and what we were really keen to do 
was to keep as much of the magic of the original, give it a 
modern spin, make it feel fresh, make it feel absolutely of 
now. Hopefully we’ve succeeded.”

It’s a sound which builds upon what has gone before, with 
respect. It offers new alternatives without aiming to replace 

the original. And when Thunderbirds is revived again - as 
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NB: Some of the original cues have been shortened and combined to give a richer variety of style and a better listening experience.

TRACKLISTING

TUNNEL S OF T IME
42: AT THE PYRAMID OF THE LAUGHING KING
43: LADY P INVESTIGATES
44: INTO THE TEMPLE
45: DEEPER INTO THIS ACCURSÉD TOMB 
46: POINT OF NO RETURN
47: IT’S NOW OR NEVER 

SK Y HOOK
48: THUNDERBIRD 2 IS GOING DOWN
49: INTERNATIONAL RESCUE MEETS ITS MATCH
50: CRISIS AVERTED

UNDER P RE S SURE
51: THE CONTINUING WOES OF NED TEDFORD
52: FAB1 VERSUS THE HOODLUM

HE AV Y ME TA L
53: A GIANT THEME PARK OF SCIENCE
54: WHIRLPOOL
55: THE GRAVITY WELL
56: TRACY BROTHERS TO THE RESCUE
57: CLOSING TITLES

RING OF F IRE PA RT ONE
1: 10,000 FEET AND CLIMBING
2: THUNDERBIRDS MARCH
3: THE LAUNCH
4: DR MEDDINGS IN A FIX
5: SEAQUAKE
6: AN INTERNATIONAL RESCUE
7: THE HOOD - HE’S BACK!

RING OF F IRE PA RT T W O
8: PREVIOUSLY ON THUNDERBIRDS ARE GO
9: HALO JUMP
10: SUNRISE
11: ALAN TO THE RESCUE
12: THE HOOD VS KAYO
13: TRACY ISLAND
14: THUNDERBIRDS TRIUMPHANT

SPACE R ACE
15: SPACE JUNK
16: LONDON BRANCH INVESTIGATES
17: PARKER ON THE PROWL
18: THE GREY NINJA

CROS SCUT
19: TROUBLE UNDERGROUND
20: THE VAN ARKEL MINE
21: NO THANKS, METAL MAN!
22: THE MOLE DIGS IN

FIREFL A SH
23: TROUBLE IN THE HOOD
24: MAJOR LANDING GEAR FAIL
25: FIREFLASH LANDING
26: IF I DON’T MAKE IT
27: MISSION ACCOMPLISHED

UNP LUGGED
28: THE LUDDITES
29: SAVE ONE LIFE - THEN SAVE THE WORLD

RUN AWAY
30: THE TRAIN THAT COULDN’T SLOW DOWN 
31: MEANWHILE, ON TRACY ISLAND
32: IT’S A RUNAWAY!
33: GRANDMA TRACY

EOS
34: NO CONTACT WITH EARTH
35: EOS AWAKENS
36: LADY PENELOPE
37: EOS FINDS A FRIEND

SLINGSHOT
38: NED TEDFORD AT THE HELM
39: A ROCK IN SPACE
40: ALAN AROUND THE WORLD
41: A TRUE TRACY
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RING OF FIRE PART ONE

Theme Music Recording: Tuesday 7 May 2013.
Orchestra Recording: Monday 8 December 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 16 January 2015.
First ITV Broadcast: Saturday 4 April 2015 [compilation version].
Synopsis: It is a typical busy day for International Rescue, 
but a powerful underwater seaquake turns it into a perilous 
one. Gordon works to rescue a research team trapped 
in an undersea lab, and in doing so discovers a chain 
of seismic destabilizers positioned along the bottom of 
the ocean floor. Lady Penelope is contacted to help the 
Thunderbirds find the person responsible for the seaquake. 
Suddenly the global airwaves are hijacked, and a shadowy 
figure announces that he is responsible. The Thunderbirds 
know immediately that they are dealing with their  
arch-enemy... The Hood!

1: 10,000 FEET AND CLIMBING (00 :57)
“May-day! May-day! We’re out of control and gaining 
altitude!” A father tries to comfort his scared son as 
their balloon is thrown around in the darkness of a 
terrifying storm. Buffeted and helpless, the pair in the 
gondola prepare for the worst as a vast green vessel 
emerges through the ominous clouds. On its side is the 
legend: Thunderbird 2. The pilot quickly lifts the boy to 
safety, but before the father can leap aboard, the gusts 
rip the balloon clear of the gondola and send the man 
falling earthwards. “Thunderbird 5 - I need you now!” 
declares the International Rescue pilot [Cue 6TB1].

2: THUNDERBIRDS MARCH (01:13 )
“5... 4... 3... 2... 1” Thunderbird 5 monitors Earth’s 
airwaves for distress calls… Thunderbird 4 searches 
the murky oceans... Thunderbird 3 blasts clear of 

the Earth’s atmosphere... Thunderbird 2 powers 
through the sky... and Thunderbird 1’s vast engines 
ignite as it rockets forth from its silo on Tracy Island. 
Thunderbird 1 pilot Scott Tracy, space monitor John 
Tracy, Thunderbird 2 pilot Virgil Tracy, Thunderbird 4 
aquanaut Gordon Tracy, Thunderbird 3 astronaut Alan 
Tracy, covert ops agent Kayo, engineer Brains and 
London agent Lady Penelope stand by to face death in 
another mission to save lives at any cost: “Thunderbirds 
are go!” [Recorded as Thunderbirds 2015, this is the full 
version of the theme, longer than the edit used to open 
the episodes. This is a new arrangement of the Barry 
Gray signature tune originally recorded on Tuesday 8 
December 1964. The cue features the voice of Peter 
Dyneley whose countdown opened the original 1960s 
version of Thunderbirds in the role of Jeff Tracy].

3 : THE LAUNCH (01:46 )
“You guys will have to handle this one without me,” 
Scott tells Virgil and Gordon, “Thunderbird 1 is still 
grounded.” Virgil takes his place against a wall painting 
of a rocket... which tilts backwards into the rock-face of 
the lounge. Sliding into a harness, he is accelerated 
along a chute as machinery straps him into his 
International Rescue uniform. Hurtling at speed along 
an extending metal arm, he flips through the empty 
hatch in the top of Thunderbird 2 and slams the cover 
shut, taking his position in the cockpit and selecting 
Pod 4. Gordon enters via the lift, now in uniform, as 
the huge vessel emerges from the fake cliff-face. Palm 
trees tilted back, a runway is revealed as Thunderbird 
2 takes its place on the launch ramp. The countdown 
concludes, and the craft’s jets sear into action, sending 
it off on another desperate mission... [Cue 6TB7].

4: DR MEDDINGS IN A FIX (01:40 )
The Poseidon class research submersible teeters on the 
brink of the ocean precipice, its sub-sections flooded. 
Gordon, aboard Thunderbird 4, makes his way through the 
water deep towards the stricken station where the escape 
submersible has jammed. But there is another seaquake 
and Thunderbird 4 is buried by falling rocks. [Cue 6TB8].

5: SEAQUAKE (01:40 )
Streaking away from Tracy Island, Scott engages Thunderbird 
1’s horizontal flight and turbo jets. While Virgil is unable to 
get Thunderbird 2’s grapples to purchase on Sealab-1, 
Thunderbird 1’s gear is more successful... as Meddings 
reports another seaquake and the lab starts to fall. Engines 
straining, the two craft haul Sealab-1 into a stable position for 
Gordon to perform the evacuation. [Cue 6TB11].

6: AN INTERNATIONAL RESCUE (01:03 )
With Meddings’ team safe aboard Thunderbird 4, the cables 
are released and the empty Sealab-1 tumbles to destruction 
into the Minerva Trench. [Cue 6TB14].

7: THE HOOD - HE’S BACK! (01:01)
In Thunderbird 5, John notes that global airwaves have been 
taken over. A hologram of a shady figure announces that the 
earthquakes in the southern ocean were only the beginning; 
there will be many more increasing in magnitude until his 
“very reasonable” terms are met. “If not, every city along the 
Ring of Fire will be brought to its knees. And there is nothing 
anyone can do to stop it - including International Rescue.” 
Notes Scott, “That was The Hood. He’s back.” [Cue 6TB16]. 
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RING OF FIRE PART ONE

Theme Music Recording: Tuesday 7 May 2013.
Orchestra Recording: Monday 8 December 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 16 January 2015.
First ITV Broadcast: Saturday 4 April 2015 [compilation version].
Synopsis: It is a typical busy day for International Rescue, 
but a powerful underwater seaquake turns it into a perilous 
one. Gordon works to rescue a research team trapped 
in an undersea lab, and in doing so discovers a chain 
of seismic destabilizers positioned along the bottom of 
the ocean floor. Lady Penelope is contacted to help the 
Thunderbirds find the person responsible for the seaquake. 
Suddenly the global airwaves are hijacked, and a shadowy 
figure announces that he is responsible. The Thunderbirds 
know immediately that they are dealing with their  
arch-enemy... The Hood!

1: 10,000 FEET AND CLIMBING (00 :57)
“May-day! May-day! We’re out of control and gaining 
altitude!” A father tries to comfort his scared son as 
their balloon is thrown around in the darkness of a 
terrifying storm. Buffeted and helpless, the pair in the 
gondola prepare for the worst as a vast green vessel 
emerges through the ominous clouds. On its side is the 
legend: Thunderbird 2. The pilot quickly lifts the boy to 
safety, but before the father can leap aboard, the gusts 
rip the balloon clear of the gondola and send the man 
falling earthwards. “Thunderbird 5 - I need you now!” 
declares the International Rescue pilot [Cue 6TB1].

2: THUNDERBIRDS MARCH (01:13 )
“5... 4... 3... 2... 1” Thunderbird 5 monitors Earth’s 
airwaves for distress calls… Thunderbird 4 searches 
the murky oceans... Thunderbird 3 blasts clear of 

the Earth’s atmosphere... Thunderbird 2 powers 
through the sky... and Thunderbird 1’s vast engines 
ignite as it rockets forth from its silo on Tracy Island. 
Thunderbird 1 pilot Scott Tracy, space monitor John 
Tracy, Thunderbird 2 pilot Virgil Tracy, Thunderbird 4 
aquanaut Gordon Tracy, Thunderbird 3 astronaut Alan 
Tracy, covert ops agent Kayo, engineer Brains and 
London agent Lady Penelope stand by to face death in 
another mission to save lives at any cost: “Thunderbirds 
are go!” [Recorded as Thunderbirds 2015, this is the full 
version of the theme, longer than the edit used to open 
the episodes. This is a new arrangement of the Barry 
Gray signature tune originally recorded on Tuesday 8 
December 1964. The cue features the voice of Peter 
Dyneley whose countdown opened the original 1960s 
version of Thunderbirds in the role of Jeff Tracy].

3 : THE LAUNCH (01:46 )
“You guys will have to handle this one without me,” 
Scott tells Virgil and Gordon, “Thunderbird 1 is still 
grounded.” Virgil takes his place against a wall painting 
of a rocket... which tilts backwards into the rock-face of 
the lounge. Sliding into a harness, he is accelerated 
along a chute as machinery straps him into his 
International Rescue uniform. Hurtling at speed along 
an extending metal arm, he flips through the empty 
hatch in the top of Thunderbird 2 and slams the cover 
shut, taking his position in the cockpit and selecting 
Pod 4. Gordon enters via the lift, now in uniform, as 
the huge vessel emerges from the fake cliff-face. Palm 
trees tilted back, a runway is revealed as Thunderbird 
2 takes its place on the launch ramp. The countdown 
concludes, and the craft’s jets sear into action, sending 
it off on another desperate mission... [Cue 6TB7].

4: DR MEDDINGS IN A FIX (01:40 )
The Poseidon class research submersible teeters on the 
brink of the ocean precipice, its sub-sections flooded. 
Gordon, aboard Thunderbird 4, makes his way through the 
water deep towards the stricken station where the escape 
submersible has jammed. But there is another seaquake 
and Thunderbird 4 is buried by falling rocks. [Cue 6TB8].

5: SEAQUAKE (01:40 )
Streaking away from Tracy Island, Scott engages Thunderbird 
1’s horizontal flight and turbo jets. While Virgil is unable to 
get Thunderbird 2’s grapples to purchase on Sealab-1, 
Thunderbird 1’s gear is more successful... as Meddings 
reports another seaquake and the lab starts to fall. Engines 
straining, the two craft haul Sealab-1 into a stable position for 
Gordon to perform the evacuation. [Cue 6TB11].

6: AN INTERNATIONAL RESCUE (01:03 )
With Meddings’ team safe aboard Thunderbird 4, the cables 
are released and the empty Sealab-1 tumbles to destruction 
into the Minerva Trench. [Cue 6TB14].

7: THE HOOD - HE’S BACK! (01:01)
In Thunderbird 5, John notes that global airwaves have been 
taken over. A hologram of a shady figure announces that the 
earthquakes in the southern ocean were only the beginning; 
there will be many more increasing in magnitude until his 
“very reasonable” terms are met. “If not, every city along the 
Ring of Fire will be brought to its knees. And there is nothing 
anyone can do to stop it - including International Rescue.” 
Notes Scott, “That was The Hood. He’s back.” [Cue 6TB16]. 
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RING OF FIRE PART TWO

Orchestra Recording: Monday 8 December 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 30 January 2015.
First ITV Broadcast: Saturday 4 April 2015 [compilation version].
Synopsis: The Hood’s reemergence reminds the Tracy 
brothers of the terrible events that lead to their father’s 
demise, and they form a plan to stop him. Gordon works 
to find the disruptors and rescue civilians, but run into 
difficulties when John discovers that the devices are 
linked. Scott and Virgil have their hands full when one 
of the massive earthquakes alters a giant solar gathering 
satellite, but with Brains’s help they are able to save the 
local town from destruction. In TB3, Kayo and Alan reach 
The Hood’s relay satellite and reroute it to pinpoint his 
location. Kayo sneaks into The Hood’s lair and, in a final 
confrontation, the audience learns that The Hood is in 
fact Kayo’s uncle. She manages to permanently disable 
the disruptors. The Hood escapes. In the coda, Kayo gets  
a new ride - TB-S

8: PREVIOUSLY ON THUNDERBIRDS ARE GO (00:34)
...Sealab-1 shifts to the brink of the Minerva Trench 
...John detects the quake ...Gordon sees the device 
creating the tremors ...and The Hood delivers his terrible 
ultimatum. [Cue 7TB1; this cue did not appear on the 
compilation version of the story].

9: HALO JUMP (01:08)
Thunderbird 1 arrives at the darkened mountain and 
Scott surveys the prone solar collector. [Cue 7TB6/7TB7] 
Later on, with The Hood’s signals disabled, Kayo 
commences “halo drop”, plummeting from Thunderbird 
3 diving head first straight towards The Hood’s desert 
base of operations [Cue7TB14].

10: SUNRISE (02:24)
Thunderbird 2 pulls the reflective dish upwards, but is 
forced to disengage because of the pressure. Resorting 
to destruction of the dish, Brains tells Scott to shear the 
primary support arm while Virgil picks up the engineers 
in Thunderbird 2. With the support arm cut, the reflector 
falls from the mountain with Scott still aboard, his  
jet-pack inactive... [Cue 7TB12].

11: ALAN TO THE RESCUE (01:08)
Thunderbird 3 approaches the satellite controlling the 
earthquake machines. Alan must attach the bypass 
module between the automated status signal which is 
sent every 30 seconds... [Cue 7TB14].

12: THE HOOD VS KAYO (01:05)
Kayo runs into The Hood’s underground lair and is soon 
confronted by International Rescue’s nemesis... With his 
earthquake machines now dormant, The Hood knows 
that the Global Defence Force are too slow to move 
against him and he offers Kayo a chance to join him. 
[Cue 7TB15].

13: TRACY ISLAND (00:47)
Back at base, Kayo sees the vessel that Brains has 
designed for her - Thunderbird S - waiting in the hidden 
silo alongside Thunderbirds 1 and 3. [Cue 7TB16].

14: THUNDERBIRDS TRIUMPHANT (00:57)
While Brains is forced to experience Grandma’s meatloaf 
surprise, Kayo is left alone in the hangar, gazing in 
admiration at Thunderbird S and alighting the steps 
towards her vessel... Later, a sea mist surrounds Tracy 
Island... from which the sleek shape of the new Thunderbird 
shoots, slicing through the air... [Cue 7TB17; this also formed 
the closing credits].
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SPACE RACE
CROSSCUT

Orchestra Recording: Monday 8 December 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Thursday 5 March 2015.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 11 April 2015.
Synopsis: Alan is on “space junk” duty. Things take a turn 
when one of the pieces of debris turns out to be a heat-seeking 
SAT-MINE that activates and locks onto TB3’s heat signature. 
Alan pulls some incredible moves in order to dodge the mine, 
but he can only outfly it for so long before exhaustion kicks in. 
Meanwhile on Earth, Lady Penelope and Parker implement 
a plan to sneak into a top-secret storage facility and find the 
mine’s deactivation code. They succeed, and the mine powers 
down before TB3 is destroyed.

15: SPACE JUNK (01:36 )
“This is just grunt work John,” grumbles Alan as Thunderbird 3 
secures more space junk and tows it to safety. When one piece 
of debris suddenly fires its rockets and jerks the International 
Rescue craft, Alan takes the chance to space-walk and 
investigate. As he looks at the control fascia marked XZ-157, 
a display counting down from 30 minutes clicks into action, 
causing the astronaut to tell his brother: “Uh, John. This thing 
is on!” [Cue 8TB1].

16: LONDON BRANCH INVESTIGATES (01:09 )
Lady Penelope activates the entry device of the Consolidated 
File Archive. [Cue 8TB8]. Later on, security guards bring 
Penelope, Parker and “the beloved, world-famous Sherbert” 
before Oliver in the archive offices where they face similar 
red-tape. [Cue 8TB13].

17: PARKER ON THE PROWL (01:06 )
While Penelope tells John, “We’re in!”, Parker descends 

on to the elevator roof and tells Thunderbird 5 that the 
“Grey Ninja” is in the main archive. [Cue 8TB10].

18 : THE GREY NINJA (00 :57)
Directed by John, Parker runs along the vault gantries and 
leaps onto a rising platform, jumping off un-noticed as  
a worker passes by. He climbs up to a higher level and 
makes a daring leap, bringing him onto a level closer to his 
quarry. But then two chatting security guards stroll along  
the catwalk towards him... [Cue 8TB11].

Orchestra Recording: Monday 15 September 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Wednesday 8 October 2014.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 18 April 2015.
Synopsis: TB5 picks up an unusual radiation spike from a 
remote corner of Africa, and Scott rushes in with TB1 to check 
it out. Using specialized equipment, Scott enters the mine and 
discovers the source to be a leak of unstable uranium. Moments 
later, he is attacked by a mysterious woman (Marion Van 
Arkel) who claims that the mine belongs to her family. During 
their confrontation, the mine begins to crumble. Scott and the 
woman are trapped inside, and must find a way out before the 
mine disintegrates. The two work together to stay alive, and are 
ultimately rescued by Virgil piloting the mole POD.

19 : TROUBLE UNDERGROUND (01:00 )
The darkness of an abandoned chamber is broken as a hatch 
swings open to reveal brilliant sunlight, silhouetting a lone 
figure. Dust is brushed away, systems activated, a protective 
suit donned from a cubicle … and the new arrival descends on 
a platform lift in a room where a radiation alarm is flashing.
[Cue 3TB1; originally Set-Up].

20 : VAN ARKEL MINE (00 :57)
Scott prepares to seal the main hatch, but realises that 
somebody is in the mine... [Cue 3TB6].

21: NO THANKS, METAL MAN! (00 :40 )
Scott finds himself in the metal arms of a figure wearing an 
industrial, exoskeleton Mech-Suit. He breaks free but falls 
to the floor as the Mech-Suit bears down on him, swinging 
its heavy arms savagely at the pilot. [Cue 3TB8; originally 
Robot Attack].

22: THE MOLE DIGS IN (01:05)
Scott and Marion Van Arkel fall back down into the 
mineshaft... only to land safely in the seats of the Mole 
drilling device operated by Virgil which has burst through the 
rock wall below them. Later on, the shaft is sealed before 
Thunderbird 2 lifts off. [Cue 3TB16; originally Success].
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UNPLUGGED

Episode Dubbing: Friday 6 March 2015.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 2 May 2015.
Synopsis: An anti-technology group calling themselves 
The Luddites power up an Electro Magnetic Pulse device 
beneath London, crippling everything that uses electricity. 
The results are near catastrophic as the entire city shuts 
down. It’s up to Virgil and Grandma Tracy to find and 
disable the device, and they’ll need to descend into the 
dark, twisting maze of tunnels beneath the city to do it. 
Meanwhile, Lady Penelope and Parker infiltrate the Luddite 
operation, and discover that The Hood is behind it all, 
manipulating the group to gain control of a device that 
gives him access to every electronic bank in the world. 
Virgil and the others manage to get past the Luddites, stop 
The Hood’s plan, and return power to London.

28 : THE LUDDITES (01:02)
In the powerless city of London, Virgil and Grandma stare 
up at a poster on a wall; it depicts a stylised combination of 
bomb and power switch. Parker examines a similar notice 
on “old fashioned paper” from which Penelope reads: 
“We, the Luddites, demand a world without technology. A 
world without power. We will return to the better ways of 
the past.” [Cue 10TB7].

29 : SAVE ONE LIFE - THEN SAVE THE WORLD (01:27)
Penelope tells Virgil that The Hood’s escape could spell 
disaster for the world unless he is stopped. Virgil races 
up the warping girders of the collapsing crane and uses 
the powerful mechanised arms to rip open the cabin. He 
and the operator run to safety along the buckled metal 
moments before the structure collapses into the roadway 
[Cue 10TB12a].

FIREFLASH

Orchestra Recording: Monday 27 October 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 31 October 2014.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 25 April 2015.
Synopsis: Kayo is riding aboard Fireflash, a Brains-
invented supersonic airliner, unaware that it has 
been hijacked by The Hood. International Rescue 
notices the plane has vanished from their monitors, 
and manage to locate it by following a residual heat 
signature. Meanwhile, Kayo realizes that the plane is 
flying in the wrong direction, and manages to avoid a 
powerful knock-out gas that The Hood releases upon 
the passengers and crew. She confronts him, and during 
their fight the landing gear is damaged. The Hood bails 
out, leaving Kayo to fly the plane with no way to land it. 
It takes the full efforts of IR to bring Fireflash down safely. 
[Note: This episode is closely based on the debut episode 
of the original series, Trapped in the Sky].

23 : TROUBLE IN THE HOOD (01:26 )
Kayo notices the shadow shifting in the cabin of Fireflash 
and asks Donner about the course change. She is further 
concerned when she cannot raise John in Thunderbird 
5. [Cue 4TB3b; originally This is your Captain Speaking].

24: MAJOR LANDING GEAR FAIL (00 :35)
On the flight deck, Kayo deploys Fireflash’s landing 
gear... but only one of the three wheels comes down. 
Scott warns her just in time before she attempts to land 
and avoids the craft pinwheeling and disintegrating. 
[Cue 4TB15] “Abort the landing!” calls Scott as Kayo 
wrestles the Air Terrainean controls and manages to lift 
the craft clear of the runway again [Cue 4TB16; originally 
Landing Gear Fail].

25: FIREFLASH LANDING (00 :38 )
Kayo lowers Fireflash towards the runway where the two 
elevator pod cars are waiting to take the strain in place 
of the inoperative wheels. [Cue 4TB19, originally called 
Fireflash; this is a re-arrangement of a cue composed 
by Barry Gray for Trapped in the Sky and recorded on 
Tuesday 8 December 1964].

26: IF I DON’T MAKE IT ( 00 :45)
Kayo tells the boys that there is no fuel left for her to attempt 
another landing. She plans to ditch Fireflash in the desert 
sand... meaning death for her and the passengers but 
meaning the brothers will be safe. [Cue 4TB20].

27: MISSION ACCOMPLISHED (00 :59 )
Donner recovers in the cabin and addresses the passengers 
as they wake. Kayo has alighted and joined the brothers 
on the runway; although she is cross that The Hood has 
escaped, the passengers are safe. Now all Virgil needs 
to do is get Fireflash back to London... with “a really big 
rope?” [Cue 4TB22; originally Safe on the Ground].
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RUNAWAY

Orchestra Recording: Monday 27 October 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 20 March 2015.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 9 May 2015.
Synopsis: A strange malfunction leaves a Superconducting 
Maglev Train in Japan unable to stop or slow down. Brains 
comes up with a solution that involves re-configuring the 
power distribution, but the plan requires putting Brains 
on board the train. After a thrilling entrance, Scott and 
Brains land on the train and get to work. They soon 
discover that the manual controls keep getting overwritten, 
and determine that a rogue artificial intelligence is the 
cause of the problem. A tense hacker-battle ends with 
John giving control back to Brains, who re-configures the 
power and brings the train to a stop just before they reach  
a populated city.

30 : THE TRAIN THAT COULDN’T SLOW DOWN (01:11)
The serenity of the Japanese countryside is shattered by 
the swift passage of a bold orange train being tested by 
its driver. As the speed is increased by the operator inside 
the cabin, it becomes clear that the throttle and brakes 
are no longer responding... [Cue 1TB1; originally It’s  
A Runaway...!!].

31: MEANWHILE, ON TRACY ISLAND (00 :37)
With the sun reflecting off the gentle waves, Tracy 
Island sits tranquil in the ocean as Scott hears 
about the latest emergency from John... [Cue 
1TB2; originally Tracy Island on Stand by] After 
Thunderbird 1 has taken off, Grandma re-positions 
the sun loungers while Alan looks longingly after 
his brothers’ vessel. [Cue 1TB6; originally Cheer  
up Alec].

32: IT’S A RUNAWAY! (02:39 )
Thunderbird 1 streaks towards the train and is soon 
hovering above, firing the grapple down to connect with 
the vehicle’s roof and forming a taut cable down which 
the terrified Brains will slide to aid the driver. [Cue 1TB8, 
originally Delays Occurring at Seaforth and Litherland] 
Later on board the train, Brains and Scott emerge onto the 
roof and look up at Thunderbird 1, still tethered above them 
by the cable. Scott uses the remote to turn his rocket and use 
the thrusters to slow down the train, but the strain rips the 
cable away. [Cue 1TB13; originally Runaway Train].

33 : GRANDMA TRACY (00 :39 )
As Alan pleads with Scott to join him on the mission, 
Grandma catches him “trying to save the world again” 
and reminds him that his lessons are just as important as 
the emergencies. [Cue 1TB3; this is the full version of the 
Grandma Tracy theme and runs longer than in the episode].
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SLINGSHOT

Orchestra Recording: Monday 15 September 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 27 March 2014.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 23 May 2015.
Synopsis: A mechanical malfunction at a near-Earth mining 
operation sends an asteroid careening towards the sun with 
crewman Ned Tedford still aboard. Alan and Kayo deploy 
TB3 for the rescue mission, but a rogue solar flare knocks 
out their sensors. They crash-land near the mine, and must 
find a way to alter the asteroid’s trajectory so it slingshots 
around the sun instead of crashing into it. They solve the 
problem by detonating an explosive device that repositions 
the asteroid. After an intense ride around the sun, Alan and 
Kayo return to Earth with the rescued crewmember.

38 : NED TEDFORD AT THE HELM (01:16 )
The near desolate asteroid 21 Lutetia houses the massive, 
automated Galvana Mine operated by one man, 
accompanied only by his plant, Gladys. The miner detects 
a massive solar flare which disrupts the drill system. But 
the drill penetrates the asteroid’s core, pushing it off course 
towards the sun... [Cue 2TB1; originally Set-Up].

39 : A ROCK IN SPACE (01:42)
Thunderbird 3 leaves Earth’s atmosphere and sets 
course for the sun. As Kayo admires the spectacle, Alan 
activates the thrust control to accelerate the spaceship 
at an incredible speed... [Cue 2TB6; originally Kayo 
Looks At Space.] Another solar flare is detected - with 
Thunderbird 3 flying right into it. As Alan prepares to 
decelerate, the flare hits, he loses control and the vessel 
tumbles towards the sun. The link to Tracy Island is 
cut; “We’ve lost them!” exclaims John [Cue 2TB8/2TB9; 
originally Back to the Rock].

40 : ALAN AROUND THE WORLD (01:13 )
Succeeding with repairs, Alan spins Thunderbird 3 and 
blasts his motors, matching speed with the asteroid and 
hoping to land inside as protection from the heat. Without 
a working comm channel, they decided to knock on Ned’s 
door... [Cue 2TB11/12; originally In Trouble Reprise].

41: A TRUE TRACY (00 :55)
Sunset on Tracy Island... and Alan relates the story of the 
rescue before turning in. No sooner has Alan entered his 
room to get some rest than John’s hologram appears: “Rest 
time’s over, hot shot. We’ve got a rescue.” [Cue 2TB24; 
originally Tracy Island in the Dark].

EOS

Orchestra Recording: Monday 27 October 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 7 November 2014.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 16 May 2015.
Synopsis: A series of cascading equipment failures leads John 
to realize that the rogue A.I. known as Eos has gained control 
of TB5. The program sends false monitor images to Tracy 
Island to avoid suspicion from the other brothers. John finally 
gets through to Lady Penelope and informs her of the situation. 
Once the other brothers figure out what’s going on, Alan 
rescues John using TB3. In the end they finally get through to 
Eos, and John proves that he has the A.I.’s best interest in mind. 
John and Eos assume co-control of the station, which now runs 
more effectively than ever.

34: NO CONTACT WITH EARTH (01:12)
John is puzzled by the lack of distress calls... He then discovers 
that he cannot contact Tracy Island and determines that the 
AE-35 unit is faulty; he is not receiving any signals from 
Earth... yet across the globe voices call out in desperation 
for International Rescue [Cue 5TB1; originally Space Bagels].

35: EOS AWAKENS (01:01)
Trapped on the hull of Thunderbird 5, John realises he is 
running out of air. EOS tells him that she sees him and the 
planet below as a threat; the program is like an angry, 
spoiled child. [Cue 5TB6; originally John has a Plan].

36: LADY PENELOPE (02:03 )
Penelope receives a silent message on the International Rescue 
secure frequency; it seems to be John sending a selfie... 
However, the urgency of John’s gestures persuades Penelope 
to contact him on the regular channel, on which the fake ‘John’ 

claims that all is well ... while the other John signals all is not 
well. [Cue 5TB7; originally Lady Penelope].

37: EOS FINDS A FRIEND (01:47)
John throws himself on the mercy of EOS, saying that it can 
eject him into space. The International Rescue operatives wait 
in silence for the program’s response. “I am relinquishing 
control of the ship’s systems... to you,” says the program finally. 
[Cue 5TB13; originally John’s Gamble].
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SLINGSHOT

Orchestra Recording: Monday 15 September 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 27 March 2014.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 23 May 2015.
Synopsis: A mechanical malfunction at a near-Earth mining 
operation sends an asteroid careening towards the sun with 
crewman Ned Tedford still aboard. Alan and Kayo deploy 
TB3 for the rescue mission, but a rogue solar flare knocks 
out their sensors. They crash-land near the mine, and must 
find a way to alter the asteroid’s trajectory so it slingshots 
around the sun instead of crashing into it. They solve the 
problem by detonating an explosive device that repositions 
the asteroid. After an intense ride around the sun, Alan and 
Kayo return to Earth with the rescued crewmember.

38 : NED TEDFORD AT THE HELM (01:16 )
The near desolate asteroid 21 Lutetia houses the massive, 
automated Galvana Mine operated by one man, 
accompanied only by his plant, Gladys. The miner detects 
a massive solar flare which disrupts the drill system. But 
the drill penetrates the asteroid’s core, pushing it off course 
towards the sun... [Cue 2TB1; originally Set-Up].

39 : A ROCK IN SPACE (01:42)
Thunderbird 3 leaves Earth’s atmosphere and sets 
course for the sun. As Kayo admires the spectacle, Alan 
activates the thrust control to accelerate the spaceship 
at an incredible speed... [Cue 2TB6; originally Kayo 
Looks At Space.] Another solar flare is detected - with 
Thunderbird 3 flying right into it. As Alan prepares to 
decelerate, the flare hits, he loses control and the vessel 
tumbles towards the sun. The link to Tracy Island is 
cut; “We’ve lost them!” exclaims John [Cue 2TB8/2TB9; 
originally Back to the Rock].

40 : ALAN AROUND THE WORLD (01:13 )
Succeeding with repairs, Alan spins Thunderbird 3 and 
blasts his motors, matching speed with the asteroid and 
hoping to land inside as protection from the heat. Without 
a working comm channel, they decided to knock on Ned’s 
door... [Cue 2TB11/12; originally In Trouble Reprise].

41: A TRUE TRACY (00 :55)
Sunset on Tracy Island... and Alan relates the story of the 
rescue before turning in. No sooner has Alan entered his 
room to get some rest than John’s hologram appears: “Rest 
time’s over, hot shot. We’ve got a rescue.” [Cue 2TB24; 
originally Tracy Island in the Dark].

EOS

Orchestra Recording: Monday 27 October 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 7 November 2014.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 16 May 2015.
Synopsis: A series of cascading equipment failures leads John 
to realize that the rogue A.I. known as Eos has gained control 
of TB5. The program sends false monitor images to Tracy 
Island to avoid suspicion from the other brothers. John finally 
gets through to Lady Penelope and informs her of the situation. 
Once the other brothers figure out what’s going on, Alan 
rescues John using TB3. In the end they finally get through to 
Eos, and John proves that he has the A.I.’s best interest in mind. 
John and Eos assume co-control of the station, which now runs 
more effectively than ever.

34: NO CONTACT WITH EARTH (01:12)
John is puzzled by the lack of distress calls... He then discovers 
that he cannot contact Tracy Island and determines that the 
AE-35 unit is faulty; he is not receiving any signals from 
Earth... yet across the globe voices call out in desperation 
for International Rescue [Cue 5TB1; originally Space Bagels].

35: EOS AWAKENS (01:01)
Trapped on the hull of Thunderbird 5, John realises he is 
running out of air. EOS tells him that she sees him and the 
planet below as a threat; the program is like an angry, 
spoiled child. [Cue 5TB6; originally John has a Plan].

36: LADY PENELOPE (02:03 )
Penelope receives a silent message on the International Rescue 
secure frequency; it seems to be John sending a selfie... 
However, the urgency of John’s gestures persuades Penelope 
to contact him on the regular channel, on which the fake ‘John’ 

claims that all is well ... while the other John signals all is not 
well. [Cue 5TB7; originally Lady Penelope].

37: EOS FINDS A FRIEND (01:47)
John throws himself on the mercy of EOS, saying that it can 
eject him into space. The International Rescue operatives wait 
in silence for the program’s response. “I am relinquishing 
control of the ship’s systems... to you,” says the program finally. 
[Cue 5TB13; originally John’s Gamble].
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SLINGSHOT

Orchestra Recording: Monday 15 September 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 27 March 2014.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 23 May 2015.
Synopsis: A mechanical malfunction at a near-Earth mining 
operation sends an asteroid careening towards the sun with 
crewman Ned Tedford still aboard. Alan and Kayo deploy 
TB3 for the rescue mission, but a rogue solar flare knocks 
out their sensors. They crash-land near the mine, and must 
find a way to alter the asteroid’s trajectory so it slingshots 
around the sun instead of crashing into it. They solve the 
problem by detonating an explosive device that repositions 
the asteroid. After an intense ride around the sun, Alan and 
Kayo return to Earth with the rescued crewmember.

38 : NED TEDFORD AT THE HELM (01:16 )
The near desolate asteroid 21 Lutetia houses the massive, 
automated Galvana Mine operated by one man, 
accompanied only by his plant, Gladys. The miner detects 
a massive solar flare which disrupts the drill system. But 
the drill penetrates the asteroid’s core, pushing it off course 
towards the sun... [Cue 2TB1; originally Set-Up].

39 : A ROCK IN SPACE (01:42)
Thunderbird 3 leaves Earth’s atmosphere and sets 
course for the sun. As Kayo admires the spectacle, Alan 
activates the thrust control to accelerate the spaceship 
at an incredible speed... [Cue 2TB6; originally Kayo 
Looks At Space.] Another solar flare is detected - with 
Thunderbird 3 flying right into it. As Alan prepares to 
decelerate, the flare hits, he loses control and the vessel 
tumbles towards the sun. The link to Tracy Island is 
cut; “We’ve lost them!” exclaims John [Cue 2TB8/2TB9; 
originally Back to the Rock].

40 : ALAN AROUND THE WORLD (01:13 )
Succeeding with repairs, Alan spins Thunderbird 3 and 
blasts his motors, matching speed with the asteroid and 
hoping to land inside as protection from the heat. Without 
a working comm channel, they decided to knock on Ned’s 
door... [Cue 2TB11/12; originally In Trouble Reprise].

41: A TRUE TRACY (00 :55)
Sunset on Tracy Island... and Alan relates the story of the 
rescue before turning in. No sooner has Alan entered his 
room to get some rest than John’s hologram appears: “Rest 
time’s over, hot shot. We’ve got a rescue.” [Cue 2TB24; 
originally Tracy Island in the Dark].

EOS

Orchestra Recording: Monday 27 October 2014.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 7 November 2014.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 16 May 2015.
Synopsis: A series of cascading equipment failures leads John 
to realize that the rogue A.I. known as Eos has gained control 
of TB5. The program sends false monitor images to Tracy 
Island to avoid suspicion from the other brothers. John finally 
gets through to Lady Penelope and informs her of the situation. 
Once the other brothers figure out what’s going on, Alan 
rescues John using TB3. In the end they finally get through to 
Eos, and John proves that he has the A.I.’s best interest in mind. 
John and Eos assume co-control of the station, which now runs 
more effectively than ever.

34: NO CONTACT WITH EARTH (01:12)
John is puzzled by the lack of distress calls... He then discovers 
that he cannot contact Tracy Island and determines that the 
AE-35 unit is faulty; he is not receiving any signals from 
Earth... yet across the globe voices call out in desperation 
for International Rescue [Cue 5TB1; originally Space Bagels].

35: EOS AWAKENS (01:01)
Trapped on the hull of Thunderbird 5, John realises he is 
running out of air. EOS tells him that she sees him and the 
planet below as a threat; the program is like an angry, 
spoiled child. [Cue 5TB6; originally John has a Plan].

36: LADY PENELOPE (02:03 )
Penelope receives a silent message on the International Rescue 
secure frequency; it seems to be John sending a selfie... 
However, the urgency of John’s gestures persuades Penelope 
to contact him on the regular channel, on which the fake ‘John’ 

claims that all is well ... while the other John signals all is not 
well. [Cue 5TB7; originally Lady Penelope].

37: EOS FINDS A FRIEND (01:47)
John throws himself on the mercy of EOS, saying that it can 
eject him into space. The International Rescue operatives wait 
in silence for the program’s response. “I am relinquishing 
control of the ship’s systems... to you,” says the program finally. 
[Cue 5TB13; originally John’s Gamble].
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TUNNELS OF TIME

Orchestra Recording: Friday 10 April 2015.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 17 April 2015.
First ITV Broadcast: Sunday 24 May 2015.
Synopsis: Lady Penelope, Parker, and Gordon visit an 
ancient temple in the Amazon desert. They are taken 
on a tour by the lead scientist (Professor Harold), and 
as a result become trapped inside the heavily booby-
trapped structure. The scientist refuses to call for help, 
fearing his reputation and future of the project if news 
of an accident got out. Setting aside their differences, 
the IR trio uses their wits and survival skills to reach a 
rescue location inside the temple. With the help of Virgil 
and the Mole POD, they make it out alive just before the 
temple collapses.

42: AT THE PYRAMID OF THE LAUGHING KING (01:31)
Thunderbird 2 hurtles along a ravine in the Qataca 
Mountains. To rescue the mine crew buried by a 
landslide, Gordon has rigged a Pod A vehicle, and this 
emerges from Pod 2 as soon as Thunderbird 2 lands. 
The Pod excavator clears the debris so that Virgil can 
pull away the obstruction with cables. Thunderbird 2 
takes the strain, and as the vast boulder swings clear 
from the landslide, the huge carved doorway of a 
laughing face is revealed... [Cue 12TB1; originally 
Laughing King].

43 : LADY P INVESTIGATES (01:19 )
Lady Penelope and Parker approach the tunnel entrance 
with Professor Harold. As Penelope ponders the 
professor’s trustworthiness, Gordon suddenly arrives 
with his all-terrain kit [Cue 12TB2; originally At the Mine]. 
Parker reveals that he called in International Rescue, but 

is dismayed that of the six Tracys (including Grandma), 
that the new arrival is Gordon [Cue 12TB3; originally 
Gordon and Penelope].

44: INTO THE TEMPLE (02:05)
Parker believes that the chamber of carvings has no 
exit, but to his dismay a wall panel folds down into 
a flight of steps leading deeper into the mountain... 
[Cue 12TB4; originally Entering Penelope’s Mine] The 
group enter another tunnel which seems to be a dead 
end, but another carving activates a rising stone wall 
behind them. Only Harold manages to escape before 
this meets the roof, with the others left trapped. As gas 
rises from the floor, Gordon is glad of his rebreather... 
[Cue 12TB5; originally Running in the Mine]. Unable to 
contact Gordon, John speaks to the professor in his tent, 
but Harold fails to mention the plight of the others. [Cue 
12TB5b; originally In the Tent] Trying to make himself 
comfortable, Parker sits on a stone ledge... which falls 
away to reveal another secret passage “into this cursed 
pyramid!” [Cue 12TB5; originally Running in the Mine].

45: DEEPER INTO THIS ACCURSÉD TOMB (01:18 )
Swimming in the flooded tunnel, Gordon starts to pull 
at the hatch and drain the tunnel, telling Parker and 
Penelope when he has succeeded so that they can enter 
the hallway... [Cue 12TB9; originally Underwater Tunnel] 
Gordon is sure that the next tunnel they enter is different, 
just as a wall seals off their retreat [Cue 12TB10; originally 
Curse of the Laughing King]. Something approaches the 
trio from the darkness, and Gordon is confronted by 
a form of robotic snake [Cue 12TB11; originally Snake 
Approaching].

46: POINT OF NO RETURN (01:22)
With Scott having translated the inscription about the 
“point of no return”, the party advance into a vast chamber 
where a wall slams down, severing the snake cam...  
[Cue 12TB12a] As the room starts to shake and cracks 
appear in the floor, the trio hurry across to the base of 
the golden statue of King Capanqui and Penelope urges 
them up the steps as the wind howling through the vast 
face mocks them with the sound of laughter... [Cue 12TB13].

47: IT’S NOW OR NEVER (02:26 )
Parker, Penelope and Gordon stand atop the golden state 
of King Capanqui. All seems hopeless... when a grappling 
hook lowers from a break in the ceiling. The trio grabs the 
cable, as the idol topples to its fate, and are soon dangling 
beneath Thunderbird 2 as it removes part of the temple 
roof. [Cue 12TB14].
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TUNNELS OF TIME

Orchestra Recording: Friday 10 April 2015.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 17 April 2015.
First ITV Broadcast: Sunday 24 May 2015.
Synopsis: Lady Penelope, Parker, and Gordon visit an 
ancient temple in the Amazon desert. They are taken 
on a tour by the lead scientist (Professor Harold), and 
as a result become trapped inside the heavily booby-
trapped structure. The scientist refuses to call for help, 
fearing his reputation and future of the project if news 
of an accident got out. Setting aside their differences, 
the IR trio uses their wits and survival skills to reach a 
rescue location inside the temple. With the help of Virgil 
and the Mole POD, they make it out alive just before the 
temple collapses.

42: AT THE PYRAMID OF THE LAUGHING KING (01:31)
Thunderbird 2 hurtles along a ravine in the Qataca 
Mountains. To rescue the mine crew buried by a 
landslide, Gordon has rigged a Pod A vehicle, and this 
emerges from Pod 2 as soon as Thunderbird 2 lands. 
The Pod excavator clears the debris so that Virgil can 
pull away the obstruction with cables. Thunderbird 2 
takes the strain, and as the vast boulder swings clear 
from the landslide, the huge carved doorway of a 
laughing face is revealed... [Cue 12TB1; originally 
Laughing King].

43 : LADY P INVESTIGATES (01:19 )
Lady Penelope and Parker approach the tunnel entrance 
with Professor Harold. As Penelope ponders the 
professor’s trustworthiness, Gordon suddenly arrives 
with his all-terrain kit [Cue 12TB2; originally At the Mine]. 
Parker reveals that he called in International Rescue, but 

is dismayed that of the six Tracys (including Grandma), 
that the new arrival is Gordon [Cue 12TB3; originally 
Gordon and Penelope].

44: INTO THE TEMPLE (02:05)
Parker believes that the chamber of carvings has no 
exit, but to his dismay a wall panel folds down into 
a flight of steps leading deeper into the mountain... 
[Cue 12TB4; originally Entering Penelope’s Mine] The 
group enter another tunnel which seems to be a dead 
end, but another carving activates a rising stone wall 
behind them. Only Harold manages to escape before 
this meets the roof, with the others left trapped. As gas 
rises from the floor, Gordon is glad of his rebreather... 
[Cue 12TB5; originally Running in the Mine]. Unable to 
contact Gordon, John speaks to the professor in his tent, 
but Harold fails to mention the plight of the others. [Cue 
12TB5b; originally In the Tent] Trying to make himself 
comfortable, Parker sits on a stone ledge... which falls 
away to reveal another secret passage “into this cursed 
pyramid!” [Cue 12TB5; originally Running in the Mine].

45: DEEPER INTO THIS ACCURSÉD TOMB (01:18 )
Swimming in the flooded tunnel, Gordon starts to pull 
at the hatch and drain the tunnel, telling Parker and 
Penelope when he has succeeded so that they can enter 
the hallway... [Cue 12TB9; originally Underwater Tunnel] 
Gordon is sure that the next tunnel they enter is different, 
just as a wall seals off their retreat [Cue 12TB10; originally 
Curse of the Laughing King]. Something approaches the 
trio from the darkness, and Gordon is confronted by 
a form of robotic snake [Cue 12TB11; originally Snake 
Approaching].

46: POINT OF NO RETURN (01:22)
With Scott having translated the inscription about the 
“point of no return”, the party advance into a vast chamber 
where a wall slams down, severing the snake cam...  
[Cue 12TB12a] As the room starts to shake and cracks 
appear in the floor, the trio hurry across to the base of 
the golden statue of King Capanqui and Penelope urges 
them up the steps as the wind howling through the vast 
face mocks them with the sound of laughter... [Cue 12TB13].

47: IT’S NOW OR NEVER (02:26 )
Parker, Penelope and Gordon stand atop the golden state 
of King Capanqui. All seems hopeless... when a grappling 
hook lowers from a break in the ceiling. The trio grabs the 
cable, as the idol topples to its fate, and are soon dangling 
beneath Thunderbird 2 as it removes part of the temple 
roof. [Cue 12TB14].
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UNDER PRESSURE

Episode Dubbing: Friday 27 February 2015.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 13 June 2015.
Synopsis: Lady Penelope goes on a mission with Parker to 
find out where a Heavy Metal Extraction Platform at the 
bottom of the ocean is storing its toxic waste. Under the 
water, Gordon rushes in with TB4 when a fire on board the 
rolling factory damages its steering capabilities. Gordon 
rescues platform operator Ned Tedford, and prevents the 
rig from spilling concentrated toxic waste into a deep sea 
vent. Lady Penelope discovers that the stockpiled sludge is 
actually a plot by The Hood, and ultimately foils his scheme 
with the help of Parker and FAB1.

51: THE CONTINUING WOES OF NED TEDFORD (01:18 )
When all hope seems lost, Thunderbird 4 appears safely 
above the ocean cliff’s edge... [Cue 9TB14b] Hours earlier, 
a vast Heavy Metal Extraction Platform makes its way along 
the bed of ocean, scooping up toxic waste. In the control 
cabin are Ned Tedford and his plant, Gladys. At the moment 
that Ned expresses his delight about his new job being safer 
than asteroid mining, an alarm signals a fire in compartment 
four! “Space mining. Sea pollution,” moans Ted, “I take it all 
back, Gladys. We’re doomed wherever we go!” [Cue 9TB1].

52: FAB1 VERSUS THE HOODLUM (01:57)
As the HMEP rolls to the cliff-edge, Thunderbird 2 fires its grabs 
which grip the vehicle just in time. In the English countryside, 
one of The Hood’s goons fires a missile from his motorcycle 
towards FAB1. Parker’s braking maneuver evades the 
projectile and he activates a smokescreen from the Rolls’ rear. 
As the goon closes in again, FAB1 drives clean through the 
fence of a precipice at the roadside, leaving their pursuer to 
skid off his bike just before following the vehicle... [Cue 9TB13].

SKYHOOK

Episode Dubbing: Friday 13 March 2015.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 6 June 2015.
Synopsis: International Rescue scrambles all flight-capable 
craft to rescue the crew of CIR.R.U.S., a high-atmospheric 
weather station that handles predictive climate control. But 
a perfect storm is keeping them from reaching their target. 
Despite their best efforts, TB1, TB2, and TB3 can’t reach the 
station. Now the only hope the lead CIR.R.U.S. engineer 
(Langston Fischler) has is TB5, and John will have to mount 
the most daring rescue he’s ever attempted. He’ll have mere 
minutes to maneuver TB5 to geosynchronous position and 
hoist up the station using the Sky Elevator and Gravity 
Ring. This is a highly difficult procedure that requires help 
from EOS. Fortunately, Brains’s incredible over-engineering 
holds up, and TB5 saves the day.

48 : THUNDERBIRD 2 IS GOING DOWN (01:51)
As Thunderbird 2 approaches CIR.R.U.S., Virgil suggests using 
the forward landing struts to steady the station, and at the 
same time Brains learns that there are no static dampening 
plates on CIR.R.U.S.. “Abort!” he calls... too late to stop Virgil 
making contact, electrifying Thunderbird 2 and sending the 
vast transporter vessel into a lifeless crash-dive... [Cue 11TB7].

49 : INTERNATIONAL RESCUE MEETS ITS MATCH (02:38 )
Scott feels that they have exhausted all their vehicles... except, 
says Brains, Thunderbird 5. The station’s powerful thrusters can 
maneuver above CIR.R.U.S. and use the space elevator’s claw 
to latch on and lower it to the ground. John has EOS dump non-
essential equipment, and Thunderbird 5 moves into position... 
[Cue 11TB12/11TB13] Although CIR.R.U.S. is saved, Thunderbird 
5’s rotation means that John is slammed to the rim by force, with 
the station still heading towards him... [Cue 11TB14b].

50 : CRISIS AVERTED (00 :54)
Scott tells John that Global Defence have revoked Langstrom 
Fischler’s Space Operations Permit, as the space monitor says 
that he wants the detestable CIR.R.U.S. boss off his station 
“before I have a sudden unexplained airlock failure!” [Cue 
11TB15, originally cue 9TB15 recorded for the closing 
scene of Under Pressure].
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HEAVY METAL

Orchestra Recording: Friday 10 April 2015.
Episode Dubbing: Friday 8 May 2015.
First CITV Broadcast: Saturday 20 June 2015.
Synopsis: Brains and Alan visit Dr. Moffat’s Supreme 
Hadron Collider. Things heat up when a satellite from 
the sky falls straight towards them. After an exciting 
rescue by Virgil in TB2, the team determines the cause 
to be a “gravity well” instigated by the collider. Worse 
still, a commercial jet airliner is caught in the pull of the 
gravity well and will crash if IR doesn’t shut the collider 
down. Ultimately it is Gordon in TB4 that manages 
to stabilize the gravity whirlpool and return things  
to normal.

53 : A GIANT THEME PARK OF SCIENCE (02:11)
Alan makes the final approach of the pod vehicle 
towards the Quantum Research Centre, alpine home 
of the Supreme Hadron Collider [Cue 14TB1a]. In the 
generator area, Brain is looking forward to meeting 
his old lab partner from Cambridge, Professor Moffat. 
“Moffy” turns out to be a lady scientist who is very 
affectionate towards “Hiram” and is eager to show them 
the collider in action... [Cue 14TB1b] Meanwhile aboard 
Thunderbird 5, John tracks a magnitude 3 meteorite 
which suddenly changes course: “International Rescue, 
we have a situation!” [Cue 14TB1c].

54: WHIRLPOOL (02:04)
Dragged downwards, Thunderbird 1 tows the skyliner 
behind it in a crash dive, but Brains can see no sign of 
sabotage... Brains tells Scott that he is caught in a gravity 
well with insufficient thrust to escape. Accelerated to 
9 gee, Thunderbird 1 pulls out of the dive at the last 

moment and separates from the skyliner, barely any 
height at all above the research centre [Cue 14TB6].

55: THE GRAVITY WELL (03 :39 )
The Worldwide Space Station is suddenly grabbed 
by the gravity well and is dragged out of orbit. Only 
Thunderbird 4 will be able to withstand the gravitation 
pressure being exerted by the well. Fighting the pull, 
Thunderbird 2 lowers Thunderbird 4 down towards the 
research centre. However, Thunderbird 2 soon starts to 
succumb. Alan uses the pod vehicle to try to help, and 
is assisted when a grapple fired by Thunderbird 1 also 
attaches itself to Thunderbird 2 [Cue 14TB9; originally 
Space Station].

56: TRACY BROTHERS TO THE RESCUE (01:28 )
The torpedoes destroy the collider, allowing the space 
station to regain orbit. The gravity well dissipates and 
Thunderbird 4 is winched back up into the pod as 
Thunderbird 1 and the pod vehicle flank Thunderbird 
2. Brains comforts Moffy and says that they can rebuild 
the collider even better than before... and she kisses him 
[Cue 14TB13; originally Resolution].

57: CLOSING TITLES (00 :35)
This is the standard closing credit music on all episodes 
apart from Ring of Fire Part Two.
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RECORDING SESSIONS

Tuesday 7 May 2013: 1pm - 3pm: AIR Studios, Lyndhurst 
Hall, London 
Thunderbirds March, interstitials, break bumpers, stingers.
4 horns; 3 trumpets; 1 tenor trombone; 1 bass trombone
–
Monday 15 September 2014: 9am - 3pm: Smecky Music 
Studios, Prague
Slingshot, Crosscut, End Titles, Launch, Jeff Tracy Theme, 
Thunderbirds Are Go 
City of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra: 12 first violins; 10 
second violins; 8 violas; 6 celli; 4 double basses; 5 horns; 
3 trumpets; 4 trombones; 1 tuba; 2 flutes
–
Monday 27 October 2014: 9am - 3pm: Smecky Music 
Studios, Prague
Runaway, Fireflash, EOS
City of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra: 12 first violins; 10 
second violins; 8 violas; 6 celli; 4 double basses; 5 horns; 
3 trumpets; 4 trombones; 1 tuba; 2 flutes
–
Monday 8 December 2014: 9am - 4pm: Smecky Music 
Studios, Prague
Ring of Fire Parts One and Two, Space Race
City of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra: 12 first violins; 10 
second violins; 8 violas; 6 celli; 4 double basses; 5 horns; 
3 trumpets; 4 trombones; 1 tuba; 2 flutes
–
Friday 10 April 2015: 9am - 4pm: Smecky Music  
Studios, Prague
Heavy Metal, Tunnels of Time, Falling Skies
City of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra: 12 first violins; 10 
second violins; 8 violas; 6 celli; 4 double basses; 5 horns; 
3 trumpets; 4 trombones; 1 tuba; 2 flutes; 1 cor anglais; 2 
bass clarinets; 2 bassoons

CREDITS

Music Composed, Arranged and Mixed by 
Ben Foster and Nick Foster at AIR Studios London.

Trumpet Overdubs and Solos by Tom Rees-Roberts
Orchestrated and Conducted by Ben Foster 
Additional Orchestration and Programming by Sam Thompson.

Barry Gray’s Thunderbirds March recorded and mixed at AIR 
Studios, Lyndhurst Hall by Geoff Foster
Musicians Contracted by Isobel Griffiths
Performed by Tom Rees-Roberts, John Barclay, Phil Cobb, 
Andy Wood, Mark ‘Frosty’ Frost, Richard Watkins,  
Martin Owen, Pip Eastop, Richard Berry.

Score Performed by the City of Prague Philharmonic 
Orchestra
Concertmaster: Lucie Svehlova
Orchestra Recorded by Jan Holzner at Smecky Studios
Assistant Engineers: Michael Hradisky and Vitek Kral
Translator and Assistant to Conductor: Stanja Vomackova

Orchestral sessions produced by Nick Foster
Orchestral Contractor and Orchestral session co-producer: 
James Fitzpatrick for Tadlow Music Ltd.

Synthesizers: Yamaha CS60 x2 - ARP Odyssey - Moog 
Theremini - Moog Sub 37 - Roland SH2000 - Roland Juno 60 
- Roland Alpha Juno-2 - Roland JX 8P - Korg MS 20 - Moog 
Little Phatty.

Album Mastered by Ray Staff at AIR Studios
Music preparation by Sam Thompson and Jiri Simunek for 
Absolute Notation. Also Phil Knights for Swing City
Score co-ordination: Catherine Manners and Ruby Wasmuth 
for Manners McDade.

With huge thanks as ever to Catherine Manners, Ruby 
Wasmuth and all at AIR Studios.

With grateful thanks to Nigel Heath, Kiran Marshall and all 
at Hackenbacker. James Fitzpatrick and the fantastic CoPPO, 
Stanja Vomackova, Jan Holzner and all at Smecky Studios. 
Mike Kidd, Annalise Whittlesea, David Stoner & Reynold 
D’Silva, Ralph Titterton for support and scores, Andrew 
Pixley, Teresa Reed, Estelle Hughes, Andrew Smith, Richard 
Taylor and all at Pukeko.

Extra special thanks to Giles Ridge, David Scott, Rob Hoegee, 
Nina Foster, Sam Thompson & Tom Rees-Roberts.

All titles published by Sony/ATV Music Publishing

Thanks to Kathy Cochran, Claire Saper and Kevin Morgan at ITV

Executive Producers for Silva Screen Records Ltd: 
Reynold D’Silva and David Stoner
Release Co-ordination: Pete Compton
Artwork and Design: Stuart Ford
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